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mail,” said Mike Wysatta, editor.  Readers 
also have the option to receive both printed 
and PDF versions.
 Ryder Scott has distributed electronic 
versions of Reservoir Solutions for 16 of its 

 Ryder Scott encourages readers of its Reservoir Solutions
quarterly newsletter to go “paperless” by switching from 
the print version to the PDF file.  To request the door-
step-to-desktop switch, please send an email to that effect 
with current business card information to katherine_
wauters@ryderscott.com.  
 “We are not discontinuing distribution of the printed 
newsletters.  We just want to offer an alternative.  Email 
delivery is especially beneficial to readers outside of North 
America, because it is much timelier than international 

Price history of benchmark oil and gas in U.S. dollars 

Published, monthly-average, cash market prices for WTI crude at Cushing (NYMEX), Brent crude and Henry Hub and AECO gas.
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Desktop delivery of Reservoir Solutions newsletter is timelier
Email method ensures uninterrupted delivery to international readers

20 years in publication.  More than 2,000 readers receive 
e-newsletters, which are emails with links to the PDF file 
on the Ryder Scott website. 
 Ryder Scott began printing and distributing Reservoir 
Solutions in 1998, and now faithfully mails more than 
7,000 hard-copy newsletters worldwide.  
 E-newsletter readers need a web connection, browser 
and Adobe Acrobat reader.  
 Ryder Scott posts a download of Adobe Acrobat Reader 
DC freeware on the home page.  

DATE• The OGJ article criticizes the PRMS draft for stating “that  
 fuel gas may now be included in reserves,” arguing that  
 “booking resources that are consumed in operations is  
 unwarranted and should be removed … entirely.”
 • SPE has been consistent on this issue.  The 2007   
  guidelines state that “…where claimed as reserves,  
  such fuel quantities should be reported separately  
  from sales ….”   The 2017 draft and final SPE-PRMS  
  state that “although reserves are recommended to be  
  sales quantities, the CIO (consumed in operations)  
  quantities may be included as reserves or resources….”
   The article’s point of view and SPE recommendations
  agree, except for the “exception,” which is the “elephant  
  in the room.”  The authors’ opinions on public disclosure
  also agree with the S-K regulation of the U.S. Securities 
  and Exchange Commission that “gas consumed in  
  operations should be omitted (from production).”  S-X  
  rule 4-10, however, does not address gas volumes  
  consumed in operations.  In practice, public companies  
  in U.S. markets disclose proved reserves associated  
  with fuel gas in annual filings. 
   At press time, the new Canadian Oil and Gas Evalu- 

  ations Handbook had not been released, but it also  
  states that fuel gas removed before the sales point  
  should not be reported as reserves.  Stock market 
  regulators worldwide accept public disclosures of  
  petroleum resources and reserves prepared under  
  guidelines of the 2007 SPE-PRMS, which is principles  
  based, not prescriptive.
   If the article’s main premise is the SPE-PRMS draft,  
  and in large part the final PRMS, is unfit for public 
  resource reporting, then the authors should also 
  direct their criticisms to entities worldwide that 
  consider the PRMS to be the best de-facto set of  
  international technical guidelines.  Moreover, those oil 
  and gas companies, professional associations and  
  government agencies have provided feedback to the  
  framers of the PRMS to help shape it.
   The authors nevertheless raise valid points, espe- 
  cially on fuel gas, which for some companies is more  
  than 10 percent of their reserves.
 Comments are welcome at the Ryder Scott LinkedIn site 
at https://www.linkedin.com/company/ryder-scott-
petroleum-consultants-ryder-scott-company-l-p-/. 

SPE-PRMS – Cont. from page 13 
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Figure 1-1: Resources Classification Framework 

 
 
The following definitions apply to the major subdivisions within the Resources classification: 
 

TOTAL PETROLEUM INITIALLY IN-PLACE is all estimated quantities of petroleum in a 
subsurface accumulation, discovered and undiscovered prior to production. 
   
DISCOVERED PETROLEUM INITIALLY IN-PLACE is the quantity of petroleum that is 
estimated, as of a given date, to be contained in known accumulations prior to production. 
Discovered Petroleum Initially-in-Place may be subdivided into Production, Commercial, Sub-
Commercial, and the portion remaining in the reservoir as Unrecoverable.   

 
PRODUCTION is the cumulative quantities of Petroleum that have been recovered at a 
given date. Production is measured in terms of the total production quantities [sales product 
specifications, Consumed in Operations (CiO), non-sales of hydrocarbon and non-
hydrocarbon; See Section 3.2] and is required to support reservoir voidage calculations. 
Sales quantities are recorded separately at the Reference Point. 
 

Multiple development Projects may be applied to each known or unknown accumulation, and each 
Project will recover an estimated portion of the initially in-place quantities. The Projects shall be 
subdivided into Commercial, Sub-Commercial, and Undiscovered, with the estimated recoverable 
quantities being classified as Reserves, Contingent Resources, or Prospective Resources 
respectively, as defined below. 

 
RESERVES are those quantities of Petroleum anticipated to be commercially recoverable 
by application of development Projects to known accumulations from a given date forward 
under Defined Conditions. Reserves must satisfy four criteria: discovered, recoverable, 
commercial, and remaining (as of the evaluation’s Effective Date) based on the 
development Project(s) applied.  
 
Reserves are recommended as sales quantities as metered at the Reference Point. Where 
the Entity recognizes Consumed in Operations volumes (see Section 3.2.2), the quantities 
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Publisher’s Statement
Reservoir Solutions newsletter is published
quarterly by Ryder Scott Co. LP.  Established 
in 1937, the reservoir evaluation consulting
firm performs hundreds of oil and gas 
reserves studies a year.  Ryder Scott multi-
disciplinary studies incorporate geophysics, 
petrophysics, geology, petroleum engineering, 
reservoir simulation and economics.  With 
120 employees, including 80 engineers and 
geoscientists, Ryder Scott has the capability to 
complete the largest, most complex reservoir-
evaluation projects in a timely manner.
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Ryder Scott promotions announced
 The following Ryder Scott employees were promoted 
earlier this year:
 Tosin Famurewa to managing senior vice president 
and group leader; Steve Gardner to managing senior vice 
president and manager of the Denver office; Becky Carson, 
Marsha Wellman, Christine Neylon, Eric Sepolio and Clark 
Parrott to vice president; Syed Rizvi to senior petroleum 
engineer; Mary Guidry to engineering analyst; and Hannah 
Ottoson to senior engineering technician.
 “Congratulations to all of these staff members on well-
deserved promotions,” said Don Roesle, CEO.

 Adobe states that DC is the “free global standard for 
reliably viewing, printing, and commenting on PDF 
documents.” 
 Digital communications have reduced the production 
of graphic paper worldwide.  However, overall, paper 
production is growing, based, in part, on increased use of 
packaging materials.
 Ryder Scott, which participates in the Go Green office 
recycling program, wants to widen environmental efforts 
by limiting production and waste of graphic-paper 
products as well. 
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